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Encounter Screen EC560

AHCCCS External Reinsurance Users were given access to the Encounter Screen EC 560, “I“ Inquire. EC560 will allow you to review the Encounters used to calculate the recipients 25 day contract year benefit limit. The EC560 Screen is not owned by Reinsurance. It will be necessary for you to contact your Encounter Unit or AHCCCS DHCM Encounter TA for usage instructions.

Reminder
July 2013 Reinsurance Pricing Cycle

Please note the Reinsurance Pricing Cycle for the month of July will run on July 3rd, 2013. The cycle will run during the day in place of the normally scheduled time of 6:00 pm.

The AHCCCS PMMIS Reinsurance system will be available for “I” Inquiry during the days for it to process, July 3rd and July 4th 2013.